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PRODUCT
CATALOGUE
Product Catalogue Management
Techcello allows product owners to associate multiple service/product on their portal and
provides access to customers across products. Techcello product management feature offers
a central management platform for the entire product as a product suit. In order to access a
service/product a License validating the access to the product and package for subscription is
used. When a tenant subscribes to any product a License validating his access to the product
is generated. This license also seamlessly integrates with provisioning, metering and payment
systems.

Product Structure
Management
Product owners can create multiple
Modules, Features, Privileges and the
entire structure of a product on the fly
and manage the entire service centrally.
This composition forms the base for
building multiple editions.
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Edition Management
Techcello Edition Management is an effective SaaS based
packaging solution, enabling product owner to package multiple
modules, features and business parameter usage into a single
logical groups based on Licenses or pricing plans for their
different Services/Products. As part of the security framework,
Cello validates the type of the license subscribed and its modules
and features in the given license, and blocks the usage of
unsubscribed Features. Package editions can be given with or
without Trial period.

Example
Product owners
can create multiple
packages like Basic,
Premium and Elite
etc. for each and
every product/
service and make
it available for
the customers to
subscribe.

Price Plan Management
Product owners can add pricing models like fixed price plan or cumulative price plan for a created
packages of any services/product. Fixed pricing model is like base amount will be deducted from the
customer based on the billing frequency selected. Cumulative pricing model is like pay as you go.
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TENANT
MANAGEMENT
Customer Provisioning and Subscription Management
Tenant Management is one of the core
modules of Techcello application. Manage
complete Customer Onboarding process
using a central portal. Subscriptions of
the customer to various products are
also managed via the portal. Each of your
customers is termed as tenants. Tenant
Management dashboard provides an
overview of all customer accounts managed
within your application. From this view you
can search by tenant name, subscription
package, status and any other assigned
attribute. The filters on this view allow you
to filter accounts by different categories for
easy sorting.
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Highlights
Add/Remove Customer from the
System to any level of hierarchy
Manage Customer data such as
Address, Contact Details, Billing
Address, etc.
Map subscription plans for the
customers
Tenant export / import feature
enabled from CSV/excel files
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Customer Hierarchy Management
Techcello supports a hierarchical tenant structure i.e. a Customer of a SaaS Product can have
Sub tenants. These Sub tenants can then create Tenants as their child and so on. These Child
can act as a standalone independent Subscribers, and having rules/protocols applied by their
Parent Subscribers. The state of having customer under a customer and maintaining relationship
between different entities is generally called as tenant hierarchy.
In the complete hierarchical structure, the product owner is the Primary tenant of all tenants, only
the application provider will be able to create the primary level tenants. These tenants can then
create sub tenants under them and this will go on up to n Level and there is no restriction in the
number of nodes created under them.
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Reseller Tenant Management
Support for reseller enables the product owner to sell the product in a Reseller/Distributor Model.
In the Reseller model, the reseller tenant may or may not use the product himself and simply sell
the product to other customers. In this model, Reseller might pay a percentage of the revenue to
the Product Provider made by sub selling the product to its customers.

Billing and Invoicing
Techcello Billing Engine is a standalone module that takes care of all the billing and invoicing needs
of any Subscription based businesses. Cello automates the process of raising the invoices based
on the frequencies set by the product owner, bill the customer based on the usage, apply taxes,
Automatic Payment Collection, Notification etc. Billing Engine is integrated with Subscription module
of Cello by default, i.e. when a subscription plan is created, it can be simply hooked with billing plan
to raise invoice based on the frequency set by the Product owner.
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CUSTOMER IDENTITY, ACCESS
AND FEDERATION MANAGEMENT
Customer Identity, Access and Federation Management
Cello offers a flexible and powerful customer Identity management system specialized for SaaS
needs. It provides a user friendly administration console to provision and manage users. Users
can manage their profile and password by self-service. Customer administrators can login to the
portal and manage the customer’s users themselves. Product Admin can also provision the users
on behalf of the customer administrators. A complete audit system for various membership
activities of the user is available.

The portal ships with
a Login Page, Reset
password option
page, Activation
Page. Cello also
supports federation
scenarios which
will be detailed in a
different section.
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IAM: MFA
Techcello Edition Management is an effective SaaS based
packaging solution, enabling product owner to package multiple
modules, features and business parameter usage into a single
logical groups based on Licenses or pricing plans for their
different Services/Products. As part of the security framework,
Cello validates the type of the license subscribed and its modules
and features in the given license, and blocks the usage of
unsubscribed Features. Package editions can be given with or
without Trial period.

Administrators can also configure
MFA for certain users. If MFA is
enabled, after logging in users will be
prompted to enter OTP either sent
to Email or SMS.

IAM: SSO
Cello offers an OpenID OAuth2.0 based identity provider which can be integrated with multiple
products so that they can participate in SSO.

IAM: Customer Identity Federation
Cello federates with the customer’s identity providers and provides SSO with internal applications
of the customer. The identity providers need to be SAML 2.0 based or Oauth2.0 OpenID Connect
based. The portal allows setting IDPs for individual customers.
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Edition Management

Role Management
Techcello’s intuitive Roles Management allows the tenants to create global and local roles at tenant
level for multiple product lines. Role management controls what a user can access or cannot within
the system

Roles have the following characteristics
Create Local & Global Roles
Copy the Roles from the parent tenant to the sub-tenants.
A particular set of privileges can be identified as a role and
assigned to a user.
You can assign users to more than one role. When a user is
assigned to multiple roles, the role with the more restrictive
prevails
All changes to roles such as changing role definitions, granting,
or revoking roles to and from users take effect upon new login
sessions
When you deny access to a module, the related features that
display on other module are also removed
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Privilege Management
Techcello offers simplified Privilege Management portal, during the development developer’s
mark the privileges required to access the specific features. These privileges are made available
for the administrators to map it to the roles.

Price Plan Management

Example

Manager RolePrivilege to access Feature1, Feature 3 &
Feature 4
Employee RolePrivilege to access Feature1
In the procedural code, developers will grant access
based on the role and privileges a user has.
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Centralized Access Policy Management
Access policies of various products can be configured and managed centrally via the portal. Portal
also ships with the resource decision services which can be integrated with the products.
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CONFIGURATION
MANAGEMENT
Configuration Management: Template Management
Template management is a component that enables the product owner to manage the application
wide (Both System and Application) configurations like setting default values and assigning it to
Tenants. Settings can be maintained for each product at a tenant level. It can also be mapped to
Tenants and Sub Tenants, and these attributes will be applied to Tenants at the runtime.

Highlights
Types of Template
Configure System
settings at a tenant level

Example

While creating a Tenant
in any SaaS system,
the administrator has
to apply some default
settings such as default
logo, themes, password
expiration date etc.
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Fixed Template:
The default values
assigned by the vendor
will not be able to
change by the customer
Custom Template:
The default values
assigned by the vendor
is modifiable by the
customer

Configure System
settings at a role level
within each Tenant
Configure System
settings at a user level
Roll down Parent
Tenant configurations
to sub-tenants. Allow
sub-tenants and users
to change configurable
attributes
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Configuration Management: LoV Management
Every product has the need to configure pickup list values in their products. Cello offers the ability
to configure this via the portal and the values are available via APIs. Cascaded pickup list values
can also be managed

Configuration Management:
Field Customization Metadata Management
Every Tenant has unique needs to be addressed with respect to the data they capture and
process. While the application can be designed to capture the core or basic data, it needs to offer
the ability to extend this data according to the tenant’s requirement. In such cases, Capturing
additional details would be decided by a tenant during the configuration process and hence
the SaaS application should have the ability to extend the data model defined for a customer.
In order to support this, Techcello offers the feature “Data Model Extension” which enables the
developers to bring in the data extension support very easily.
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MICRO-SERVICES
Notification Micro-service
Every product needs to send out multiple notifications including SMS and Email out to
customer. Notification system is available as Microservice that can be seamlessly integrated
with the product. Notification allows the Customers/Tenants to control the content of the email,
including dynamic placeholders etc. These placeholders will then be replaced with the dynamic
content while sending out the email/system notification. Notification system captures all the
sent out notifications and audits it.
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Business Event Management Micro-service
Techcello Event system is available as a full blown Microservice that can be integrated with the
products seamlessly. Cello provides the application to run various jobs as per the tenants need
in the occurrence of the system event. “System Event” is any event of interest that happens in
the application that requires special attention, like Add / Update / removal of an Employee, order
confirmation etc. The developer only needs to identify various events that must be raised in the
system and uses Techcello Event API to raise them.
At runtime the tenant admin can configure what a job must run when the event happens and
this is configurable via the user interface. The various jobs that the tenant may require may be
thought through and should register it with Techcello so that the tenant can pick one.
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Workflow Micro-service
Workflow is a term used to describe the tasks, procedural steps, organizations or people involved,
required input and output information, and tools needed for each step in a business process.
All the products need some kind of workflow. Cello offers a configurable work flow available as
Microservice which can be integrated with the products. Workflow offers a centralized designer
and monitoring dashboard for the workflows.
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Monitoring Micro-service
Techcello provides various monitoring system to keep track health of the system at any point
of time. Also monitors various notifications that have been sent out of the systems. Techcello
maintains an audit log for every event that has been occurred in the system.
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DEVELOPMENT
FRAMEWORK
Web API boiler plate
Cello also offers boiler plate code with best architectural practices to quick start an API
development. It ships with templates that can cut down significant amount of time to develop
APIs. Productivity boost is almost 50% while using the boiler plate.

SPA boiler plate
Cello also offers boiler plate code in Angular with best architectural
practices to quick start SPA development. This cuts down significant
amount of time to develop SPA based applications.

ABOUT US
Founding team of Techcello has worked on several SaaS initiatives for various ISVs and observed
the challenges that every engineering team faces while building a SaaS product. Success of the
product depended on the team’s prior expertise in building SaaS. Every team has re-invented
the SaaS architecture to suit their needs. Lot of time and money gets burnt in putting together
the SaaS foundation before a single line is written on business application (eg.Healthcare, CRM,
Procurement Software, etc.)

CONTACT US
+1 609 503 7163
| +91-44-6740 4000
info@techcello.com | support@techcello.com
SaaS Development | SaaS Migration | Multi Tenant Architecture | Sitemap
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